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About This Game
Story
After being locked in a witch’s mansion for three years, she’s finally ready to make her escape ― by force.
Now she must return to 5d3b920ae0
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Forgive me for this, but I'm going to be harsh here. Magic Potion Destroyer is essentially an idle clicker game. Whilst the lore is
plenty interesting and makes you want to continue, that's essentially all there is to it. It's like if you took Magic Potion Explorer
and made fifty levels or something of the same exact damned hundred floor slog. The only difference between the levels is what
the starting bonuses/penalties are. And well, a few spoiler-y things but I won't get into that. I won't go so far as to say the game is
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lazy, because it isn't. It does however get extremely repetitive extremely fast. All in all, if you like idle games you'll probably
enjoy this, but if you're an RPG person steer clear. This is definitely not a $10 game and perhaps not even $5. Grab it if it's ever
on sale for less than $3.. Forgive me for this, but I'm going to be harsh here. Magic Potion Destroyer is essentially an idle clicker
game. Whilst the lore is plenty interesting and makes you want to continue, that's essentially all there is to it. It's like if you took
Magic Potion Explorer and made fifty levels or something of the same exact damned hundred floor slog. The only difference
between the levels is what the starting bonuses/penalties are. And well, a few spoiler-y things but I won't get into that. I won't go
so far as to say the game is lazy, because it isn't. It does however get extremely repetitive extremely fast. All in all, if you like
idle games you'll probably enjoy this, but if you're an RPG person steer clear. This is definitely not a $10 game and perhaps not
even $5. Grab it if it's ever on sale for less than $3.. Forgive me for this, but I'm going to be harsh here. Magic Potion Destroyer
is essentially an idle clicker game. Whilst the lore is plenty interesting and makes you want to continue, that's essentially all there
is to it. It's like if you took Magic Potion Explorer and made fifty levels or something of the same exact damned hundred floor
slog. The only difference between the levels is what the starting bonuses/penalties are. And well, a few spoiler-y things but I
won't get into that. I won't go so far as to say the game is lazy, because it isn't. It does however get extremely repetitive
extremely fast. All in all, if you like idle games you'll probably enjoy this, but if you're an RPG person steer clear. This is
definitely not a $10 game and perhaps not even $5. Grab it if it's ever on sale for less than $3.

Rosenkreuzstilette in the Autumn Sales! : The Autumn Sales have kicked off on Steam and we have joined in by setting
Rosenkreuzstilette at 30% off! Rosenkreuzstilette is a mega-action-platformer game in which you step into the shoes of Spiritia
Rosenberg, a virtuous young woman caught on the wrong side of a revolution instigated by her closest friends. Grab it now on
Steam while sales last! Sales end Nov, 28 10:05am Pacific! Why not check out our other games on Sale on the Playism Blog!
[blog.playism-games.com]. Up to 80% off in the Winter Sales : Its that time of year again, and we have set our games on sale to
join in with the Winter Sales! Check out our catalog with fantastic indie games up to 80% off!! Discover all the sales on our
games in our Sale List! View our Sales now! --- Playism. Rosenkreuzstilette Update - 29/09/2017 : Hi All We just updated
Rosenkreuzstilette to fix the sound bug a few of you were reporting regarding voices! We've gone in and re-balanced it all, so it
should be running as intended now! We hope that you continue to enjoy the game!. Story from development : Originally, this
game was intended to be a visual novel. We wrote this story long before development of our previous game, at a time when our
attention was focused on creating visual novels. But we wanted to wait and give form to this story after gaining more familiarity
with game development. As time passed we became interested in game genres other than visual novels. We were able to give
form to the story by the time we had mastered development tools. So it is at this time and taking on this form that our story has
revealed itself. Unlike novel games, there is little text and a lot of information, but that is what worked best for this game's
system. We hope you enjoy uncovering this world through information revealed part by part. Add Magic Potion Destroyer to
you wishlist now to stay up to date.. The Music of Magic Potion Destroyer #2 : Hi All The music in Magic Potion Destroyer
plays a very key role in the story and progression of the game. The developer made sure that there was a different song for each
stage in the game to convey certain elements. For each track in the game, he will be sharing his comments and thoughts on the
tracks. Today we will be continuing this series.
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